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COGNOMS...............................................................NOM........................ 
 
Prova d’accés a CFGS. Part comuna. Anglès. Convocatòria ordinària. 2002. 
 
A) LLEGIU EL SEGÜENT TEXT I COMPLETEU ELS ESPAIS ENCER-

CLANT L’ALTERNATIVA TRIADA  EN EL QUADRE DE LA PÀGINA 2. 
(Total: 2,5 punts – 0,25 per resposta correcta).  

 LEER EL SIGUIENTE TEXTO Y COMPLETAR LOS ESPACIOS  HACI-
ENDO UN CÍRCULO SOBRE LA ALTERNATIVA ESCOGIDA EN EL 
CUADRO DE LA PÁGINA 2. (Total: 2,5 puntos – 0,25 por cada respuesta cor-
recta). 

 
The lioness and the oryx 
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Tourists flocked to watch the unlikely pair. __1__ lioness in central Kenya has 
baffled wildlife experts by adopting a baby oryx, a kind of small antelope nor-
mally preyed upon by big cats. Reports say the full-grown lioness came across 
the oryx two weeks __2__ in the Samburu Game Reserve, scaring off its mother. 
Instead of then attacking the defenceless calf, the lioness ____3____ the baby, 
protecting it from other predators, including a leopard.  
Extraordinarily, the lioness still allowed the mother oryx occasionally ___4___ 
and feed her calf before chasing her away. But the rule of the wild ultimately 
prevailed __5__ Sunday when a male lion attacked and killed the baby oryx while 
the lioness __6__ __6___.  
'Special instinct'  
"This __7__ either an extraordinary case of maternal instinct or simply the eighth 
wonder of the world," local Herman Mwasaghu told The Nation newspaper. Mr 
Mwasaghu was one of the first to spot the unlikely pair, which proved a powerful 
draw for tourists and game workers alike.  
__8__ lioness would lie down to rest in the afternoon and its unlikely charge 
would curl up beside her.  
Wildlife expert Vincent Kapeen said he thought the lioness spared the oryx "be-
cause animals have a special instinct to care for the young". "What is baffling is 
why the relationship has lasted so long," he was quoted as saying.  
Sad ending  
According to the AFP news agency, the sad end to the story came on Sunday 
__9__ the lioness led the oryx to the river to drink. Weakened by two weeks of 
looking after her adopted baby, she fell asleep, failing to notice a hungry male lion 
in the area. The oryx was no more. Patrick Muriungi, a receptionist at Samburu 
Lodge, told AFP the lioness was grief-stricken when she awoke to realise what 
had ___10___. "She was very angry. She went around the lion about 10 times 
roaring, and then the lioness disappeared," he was quoted as saying.  
She has not been seen since.  
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GLOSSARY 
line 1: flocked              = number of people together visiting something very attractive 
line 1: has baffled        = it was something difficult to be understood by them 
line 2: oryx                  = African antelope with long, straight or arching horns 
line 2: preyed upon by = hunted by 
line 3: came across     = met by chance. 
line 7: allowed            = permitted 
line 7 feed                = give food to... 
line 8 calf                 = young of the antelope 
line 8  chasing... away= run after in order to drive her away 
line 13 wonder            = surprise combined with admiration 
line 14 to spot              = to recognise, to see easily. 
line 14 draw                = attraction 
line 16 charge             = hard work given as a duty 
line 16 curl up             = twist in a round shape in a comfortable way. 
line 18 spared              = saved, didn’t attack 
line 25 grief-stricken    = affected or overcome by deep or violent sorrow /  pain. 

 
 
 
A) ENCERCLEU L’ALTERNATIVA TRIADA: 
 HACER UN CÍRCULO SOBRE LA ALTERNATIVA ESCOGIDA: 
 
1 
 

a)an b)a c)many d)some 

2. 
 

a)off b)under c)ago d)without 

3. 
 

a)adopt b)to adopt c)adopting d)adopted 

4. 
 

a)to come b)would come c)will come d)coming 

5. 
 

a)in b)on c)at d)under 

6. 
 

a)was sleep b)were slept c)was sleeping d)were sleeping 

7. 
 

a)is b)are c)be d)has being 

8. 
 

a)These b)Those c)An d)The 

9. 
 

a)whose b)when c)who d)whom 

10. 
 

a)happens b)happening c)happened d)happenes 
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B) TROBEU AL TEXT PARAULES /EXPRESSIONS QUE SIGNIFIQUIN EL 
SEGÜENT. SEGUEIX L’EXEMPLE. (Total: 1,25 punts – 0,25 per resposta 
correcta). 

 ENCONTRAR EN EL TEXTO PALABRAS O EXPRESIONES QUE 
QUIERAN DECIR LO SIGUIENTE. SEGUIR EL EJEMPLO.  (Total: 1,25 
puntos – 0, 25 por cada respuesta correcta). 

 
 
   
0. (NOUN-  plural - paragraph 1)- people with special knowledge,  

skill or training                 = experts 
1. (ADVERB- paragraph 2 )- finally / in the end = 
2 (ADJECTIVE-  paragraph 3)- of a mother= 
3. (NOUN - paragraph 5)- innate impulse or intuition= 
4. (VERB- paragraph 6)- to be fully conscious /  

to understand= 
5. (-ING FORM-  paragraph 6)- the emission of the loud, deep 

sound of a lion= 
   
 
 
 
C) LLEGEIX  EL TEXT ANTERIOR I ENCERCLEU LA MILLOR ALTER-

NATIVA. (Total: 1,25 punts – 0,25 per resposta correcta). 
 LEE EL TEXTO ANTERIOR Y HAZ UN CÍRCULO SOBRE LA MEJOR 

ALTERNATIVA. (Total: 1,25 puntos – 0,25 puntos por cada respuesta correcta). 
 

 
1. a) Wildlife experts adopted the lioness.  
1. b) Wildlife experts adopted the baby oryx.  
1. c) The bay oryx was adopted by the lioness.  
1. d) The lioness was adopted by the baby oryx.  
 
2. a) The lioness occasionally was allowed to come and chase the calf away with the 

lion. 
 

2  b) The lion occasionally was allowed to come and chase the calf away with the li-
oness. 

 

2. c) The baby calf occasionally was allowed to come and feed the mother oryx.  
2. d) The mother oryx occasionally was allowed to come and feed the baby calf.  
 
3. a) Herman Mwasaghu was one of the first to see the unlikely pair.  
3. b) The Nation newspaper was one of the first to see the unlikely pair.  
3. c) Wildlife expert Vincent Kapeen was one of the first to see the unlikely pair.  
3. d) The tourists and game workers alike were the first to see the unlikely pair.  
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4. a) A wildlife expert thought the baby oryx had a special instinct to drink in the 

afternoon. 
 

4. b) A wildlife expert thought the lioness had a special instinct to look after the 
young. 

 

4. c) A wildlife expert thought the lioness had a special instinct to drink in the af-
ternoon. 

 

4. d) A wildlife expert thought the baby oryx had a special instinct to look after the 
spared lioness. 

 

 
 
5. a) Finally, the baby oryx could escape with a calf chased away by the lion. The 

lion was very angry. 
 

5. b) Finally, the baby oryx was chased away by the lioness which attacked the 
male lion. The lion was very angry. 

 

5. c) Finally, the male lion attacked the sleeping lioness, but the calf could es-
cape. The lioness was very angry. 

 

5. d) Finally, the calf was attacked by the male lion. The lioness was very angry.  
 
 
D) ESCRIVIU UNA REDACCIÓ  DE 80 A 100 PARAULES COM A MÍNIM 

SOBRE AQUEST TEMA  ( 5 punts): 
 ESCRIBIR  UNA REDACCIÓN DE 80 A 100 PALABRAS COMO 

MÍNIMO SOBRE ESTE TEMA  ( 5 puntos): 
 

 
 

• Write about a surprising piece of news you have read in a news-
paper lately. 

 
 


